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Investigative Queries



What is the ethnicity listed in the ad that 

contains the phone number 6135019502, 

in Toronto Ontario, with the title 'the 

millionaires mistress'?

SELECT ?ad ?ethnicity WHERE {

?ad a :Ad ;

:phone '6135019502' ;

:location 'Toronto, Ontario' ;

:title 'the millionaires 

mistress' ;

:ethnicity ?ethnicity . } 



What is the 

ethnicity listed 

in the ad that 

contains the 

phone number 

6135019502, 

in Toronto 

Ontario, with 

the title 'the 

millionaires 

mistress?

Sri Lankan

Black

Caramel



Query Challenges

SELECT ?ad  WHERE

{

?ad a :Ad ;

:hair_color 'Auburn' ;

:review_site_id 'cg9469f' 

;

:price_per_hour '500' ;

:name 'Claire Gold' ;

:ethnicity ’Asian'.

} 

synonyms “red”

typos “brunette”

not present

numbers hard to match

Claire is a common name

Gold is a domain word

slang, e.g., “FOB” for Asian

inference,  e.g., “Japanese”



Find the ads that provide outcall 

service in the network for

phone number 75924833

Find the minimum price in the 

network of ads for phone 

number 75924833

Cluster and Aggregate Queries
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Challenges

Information extraction
Many websites, different page templates

Purposeful obfuscation

Unusual language model

Easy to use, robust & expressive queries
Users are investigators in law enforcement offices

Investigators need current and historical data

Provenance
Information extraction is noisy

Investigators need to verify information against original sources

Scale
120 million pages covering 3 years



Heterogeneous Web Pages

~1 Million Pages and 4,354 Second Level Domains



Unusual Language Model



Approach





Step 1: Knowledge 

Graph Construction



Easy To Use Extractors

Glossary-based
User-provided lists of words/phrases

Uses: names, cities, states, countries, ethnicities, eye/hair colors, …

Semi-supervised HTML template-based
Identifies page templates and extracts content

Uses: 30 most important web sites

Rule-based
Simple patterns of tokens

Uses: phones, review ids, social media names, person names, age, …

Custom extractors
Uses: de-obfuscating phone and email extractor



Unsupervised Extractor Generator

Text

PostingDate

Location

PostID

HyperLink

Email

Phone

Name

HyperLink

Text



Rule-Based Extractor



KG Representation
Entities + properties + provenance + confidence + qualifiers

Ad

caucasian





Step 2: Information 

Retrieval on Knowledge 

Graphs



Candidate Generation

SELECT ?ad ?ethnicity WHERE

{

?ad a :Ad ;

:hair_color 'Auburn' ;

:review_site_id 'cg9469f' ;

:price_per_hour '500' ;

:name ’Claire Gold’ ;

:ethnicity ?ethnicity .

} 

query 1

query 2

query 3

query 4

query n

Query 

Reformulation

Keyword expansion • Context broadening • Constraint relaxation

Precision

Recall

Elastic Search

100M entities

Ranked

Candidates









In-Use Impact



100 million escort ads

3 years data coverage

2 billion triples

100 law enforcement 

offices

3 convictions




